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Commitment to the environment

Objectives of the energy
efficiency policy at Amadeus
Data Processing
> Demonstrate environmental
responsibility
> Prove through energy efficiency
certification
> Increase general awareness
> Save costs and extend lifecycle of
the Data Centre
> Police and document goals
and achievements required for
certification

The Amadeus Data Centre is one of the
world’s biggest data processing centres
dedicated to the travel industry. The
Data Centre operates and maintains the
systems and network for all Amadeus
products and provides data and
transaction processing services.
The number of key billed travel
transactions21 grew from 850 million in
2010 to 948 million in 2011. The Data
Centre holds a storage capacity of five
petabytes. 95% of the world’s scheduled
network airline seats are bookable using
the Amadeus Data Centre infrastructure.

The official general energy efficiency
policy of Amadeus Data Processing,
introduced in 2009, focuses on the
following aspects:
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Approximately half of the total Amadeus
electricity
consumption
worldwide
comes from Amadeus Data Centre in
Erding (Germany). For this reason we
focus special attention to optimise
performance in this particular site.

Maintaining and improving energy
efficiency of the Data Centre is an
important Amadeus objective both from
the environmental and economic point
of view.

Energy efficiency measured
by transactions processed
at the Amadeus Data Centre
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> Building infrastructure.
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The graph on the left illustrates energy
efficiency improvements. Despite the
significant increase in business activity,
reflected in the key billed transactions
growth, the energy required grew at
a much slower pace, resulting in a 8%
increased efficiency in terms of energy
required per transaction, and despite the
fact that in 2010 the energy efficiency per
transaction was also increased by 14%
compared to 2009, as reported in 2010
Amadeus Corporate Responsibility Report.
Amadeus Data Centre was awarded the
“Energy-efficient Enterprise” certification
by international organisation TÜV SÜD22
in March 2010. The certificate was
granted following an energy audit of
Amadeus Data Centre facilities.
The certification was the result of a
year-long process, during which time
Amadeus conducted a full review of
its data centre’s energy efficiency. Of
particular focus were the power supply,
cooling and climate control processes
and IT equipment used, as well as the
facility’s procurement, installation and
de-installation processes and procedures.
Following the audit, TÜV SÜD worked
together with Amadeus’s facility
management, storage management and
capacity planning contacts to develop
a plan for implementing energy saving
measures in order to gain certification as
an energy-efficient enterprise.

> Server infrastructure (main factor
of overall energy usage).
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> Network infrastructure.
> Processes.
> Measurement and monitoring
through KPIs.
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Transactions include air and non air travel agency bookings, Passengers Boarded and e-commerce passenger records.

22

TÜV SÜD provides independent consulting, testing, certification and training services.

